Our Navy's The Best In The World.

Lyric and Music by MANUEL KLEIN.

Tempo di Marcia.

Piano.

About a century ago,
Now when a battle ship we see,
All our hearts full of pride beat faster then,
Our navy was just beginning then.

If ships to battle had to go,
And our war there once again should be,
They would
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chances were small of winning then; But brave Paul
show to the world who's master then; But dearer

Jones was there to win, And we've had Farra gut and
still our boys in blue Who are waiting the word to

Cushing too, Then there's Perry and De - ca - tur, Schley and Dewey, none are
blaze a-way, For though greatly we ad - mire them, Not the guns, but those who

greater, And there's "Fighting Bob" if there is fight to do. fire them, Are our own brave Bully Boys of U. S. A. Our
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navy's the pride of the nation, And the
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greatest of all its joys, We've
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nothing but admiration To
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give to our "Bully Boys!" With
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hon - or our flag will be greet - ed. Where -
ev - er it is un - furled,
For guns or
rol - lick - ing, for fight or frolic - ing, Our na - vy's the
best in the world. Our world.
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